
Leo Full Moon – July 23, 2017 
 

Hello Fellow Travelers ~ Welcome to the New Moon in Leo 

exact at 5:46 AM ET on Sunday the 23rd at 0 degrees 44 

minutes, so essentially at 1 degree of Leo. If you've been a bit 

more anxious than usual, or experiencing headaches or body 

aches, trouble getting to sleep at night or a vague sense of 

floating dread/tension..... welcome to the "new normal." Will it 

last forever? Who knows! I simply do know that every day 

between now and what's being called "The Great American 

Eclipse" of August 21, 2017, things will continue to intensify 

rapidly. The only remedy that I can suggest is more time spent 

outdoors, immersed in nature and expressing the deepest 

gratitude you are capable of. Gratitude for your physical body 

that allows you to experience this life, for all of your many 

blessings and for the opportunity to contribute to the world as a 

whole and capable human being. In addition to time spent in 

nature, please learn to get quiet for yourself by deliberately and 

regularly turning off all electronic devices and listening to the 

rhythm and the pattern of the Earth and the Heavens. We are 

unfortunately now a part of the loudest, flood-lit, most 

distracted, split-attention society ever to live on Planet Earth. 

None of it is working toward our long-term mental, emotional, 

physical or spiritual health. Stop being part of the noise:  turn 

your lights off earlier each evening, turn off the TV and give up 

totally on the idea of “multi-tasking” (the brain has no idea 

about this hideous concept), and go as long as you can each day 

without engaging with an electronic device, most especially 

Facebook or Twitter, etc. These are all good tips to help you 

navigate this most powerful year to be alive. The more you 

engage in hectic activity, the rougher the time you will have 



from now on. Prayer work, meditation, spiritual reading and 

contemplation are all more important for each of us than ever 

before. 

 

While under the influence of a Leo Moon, we all are craving 

affection, kindness, recognition and a bit of romance wouldn't 

hurt, either. Leo is the 5th sign on the natural chart wheel and is 

a Fixed Fire sign, ruling children, entertainment/fun, speculation 

and love in all of its many forms. During this New Moon in Leo 

in particular, we are being urged by the Universe to feed, nurture 

and stoke the fires of our own internal light. It's time to get as 

creative as possible now as we tap into our “life force energy,” 

i.e.: vitality, as we rev up our passions in a big, bold Leo the 

Lion(ness) manner. With Mars, the Planet that governs our 

physical vitality, just one degree away at two degrees of Leo, we 

have a potential for a complete "re-birth" of who and what we 

are. *This is important information for now, and as we head 

closer toward the August 21 date. In the physical body, Leo 

rules the upper spine and the heart which is the central chakra in 

our body's energy systems. The Sun-ruled solar plexus, which is 

the center of our will and identity, is also being activated and re-

charged at this time. Pay attention as you work at keeping your 

balance, knowing that even though this is a time for 

independence, leadership and strong ambition, common sense is 

a must so that we don't short-circuit ourselves with any stupid, 

outlandish behavior. 

 

The exact conjunction of the Sun and Mars at 4 degrees of Leo 

will occur on July 26, heralding a rebirthing cycle for all things 

masculine, such as motivation, vitality, passion and at times 

aggressive assertion of will. Mars in Leo is also referred to as 



the "Warrior of the Heart," reminding us to remain courageous 

in our pursuits of “right action,” acceptance and a sense of 

genuine warmth, generosity and kindness to everyone we meet. 

This is most especially needed at this point in history where fear, 

hatred and a lack of compassion seem to be running rampant 

across the globe. Thus, even more reason to remain centered and 

balanced within ourselves, without the distraction of everything 

I mentioned in the opening paragraph. It's time to be as grown 

up and responsibly focused now on the principles of “Divine 

right action” and deliberate behavior as we usher in the highest 

octave of Mars in Leo, which is the noble and wisdom rich 

leader of the pack. It's time now for the old, out-grown 

expressions of brute force and tyrannical male behavior to be 

burned away by the intensity of the Sun~Mars connection. We 

will all be requiring more sleep and downtime over the next 5-6 

weeks, so even though passions may be running high, use 

caution that you don't run out of steam and force issues that may 

need a more delicate touch. Patience is a skill to be honed this 

year, along with the lost art of listening to others. 

 

New Moons are the time to ask the Universe for support and 

help with all our endeavors, so be mindful of asking only for the 

“highest and the best” for yourself and others. Since Leo is the 

sign of heart felt generosity, remember that the more you give to 

others, freely and willingly, the more the Universe can give back 

to you. We are supposed to share our bounty, and anyone with 

prominent Leo in their chart MUST share generously. For 

example, I have a Leo Midheaven in my chart with two Planets 

sitting right there at the top of my world. I do “service work” 

routinely to help my family, neighborhood and community of 

the world. Writing this bi-monthly newsletter is an example of 



the service work I render to others, joyfully, with an open heart. 

This Leo New Moon is urging us to find what brightens our 

hearts, fills us with hopeful, positive emotions and gets us 

excited about life. Giving an added boost is the transiting North 

Node in Leo (from May 10, 2017 - November 6, 2018) 

highlighting the themes of Soul growth; encouraging us to take a 

more playful approach to life as we lead with our hearts, making 

happiness our number one priority. Remember, Leo rules 

children....including our own child within. 

 

At the time of this New Moon, Mercury "The Winged 

Messenger" in Leo is sitting right on the North Node, 

compelling us to speak our truth in all situations and to 

remember the importance of processing information through the 

brilliant wisdom of the heart, first. If it doesn't ring true in the 

heart, it most likely isn't the real thing, so toss it out and move 

on. This is not an exercise that's easily done while on social 

media or in the din of external commotion. It's essential now to 

be more quiet than ever before, to help properly attune oneself to 

the changing vibrations of the times which can shift dramatically 

throughout the day. Also of importance is the placement of 

Uranus in the late degrees of Aries, coaxing us to be ourselves, 

allowing the true genius of our nature to emerge, regardless of 

the opinions of other people, family most especially. Leo, 

Capricorn and Aries individuals (or those with Planets in these 

signs) will be feeling this Moon passage most especially. It may 

be worth it to review the past couple of newsletters, available on 

my website, to recall what other pressing situations are 

happening now in the heavens.  

 



The 3 attachments above under “Free Astrological Resources” 

give you a view of the whole Solar system, provide you with a 

house-by-house overview and give you the handiest Astrological 

printout I've ever found, "Elements of Astrology." If you read 

and study these, you will be giving yourself a mini-Astrology 

lesson to help you understand these exciting and potent times. In 

the spirit of this Leo New Moon, practice some random acts of 

kindness, put your porch light on to brighten up the dark night 

sky and say prayers for the health of the Planet. Mother Earth is 

a very real thing, and she desperately needs our love, recognition 

and care at this juncture in human history. Mercury will go 

Retrograde on August 12 through September 5, something we 

will look at that in depth during the Lunar Eclipse Full Moon 

newsletter of August 7. 

 

So many blessings and deep gratitude to all of the fabulous Leo 

folks in my life ~ and there are many ~ thank you for taking this 

trip around the Sun with me and for loving and supporting me 

and my work so generously. May the elements of grace, 

kindness, strength, patience and most of all love be at the root of 

every decision you make. Until next time, just do the best you 

can and stay as steady as possible, remembering to come from 

the heart, as we move through this holy privilege called a life. 

 

Blessings to you and to all those you hold dear, 

Rosemary 

 

Rosemary Cathcart 

http://www.rosemarycathcart.com/ 

 

"The effect of one good-hearted person is incalculable." 

http://www.rosemarycathcart.com/


-  Oscar Arias 

 

** If you enjoy this newsletter pass it on & if you suddenly stop 

receiving it, please let me know that too! 
 

 

 

 


